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❏ Lethal Means Safety Committee wanted to address messaging around firearm 

safety with students

❏ The SafeOregon Tip Line came up as a resource and we were curious as to how this 

line was perceived and used

❏ Wanted to hear directly from students about their experience

❏ Added in questions about other lines to see which ones they were more likely to 

use in different scenarios and which ones they have previously used

Why this Topic for a Focus Group?



How focus group 
information will be used

The Lethal Means Safety 
Committee will use this to guide 
recommendations to both OHA 
and SafeOregon Tip Line. This 

will also inform their own efforts 
in promoting different crisis 

supports.



❏ 4 different days were selected to hold focus groups at different times of the day 

to increase availability and accessibility

❏ Age range was adjusted to hear from younger people

❏ Previous focus groups recruited for 14-24-year-olds

❏ This focus group recruited for 11-20-year-olds (this one ended up not meeting due 

to only two registrants and one of them not being able ot make it)

❏ Because of the younger age, one focus group was set aside specifically for 

11-14-year-olds in case they wouldn’t be comfortable talking in a grough with older 

attendees

❏ Recruitment was sent out via email to different community partners

Outreach for Focus Group



❏ Most attendees were age 15-17

❏ Vast majority attend public schools

❏ Most are White

❏ Most are Cis Male

❏ Most are from Northwest Oregon (covers Portland metro, Clackamas and 

Washington counties as well as Polk, Tillamook, and others)

❏ Most are LGBTQ2SIA+

Attendee Demographics Summary



Format of Meeting



❏ Some schools don’t share crisis lines / mental health information
❏ For the ones that do, students find it helpful when information is shared on flyers at school in 

the hallways and bathroom stalls and at counselor offices
❏ Calling it a ‘crisis’ line can make people feel like they can’t use the line if they minimize what 

they are experiencing
❏ People want flowcharts / things that explain what happens when you call or text a crisis line
❏ Not everyone was aware of the SafeOregon Tip Line
❏ For those who do know of it, they are worried to use SafeOregon Tip Line because of potential 

police involvement
❏ Students are more likely to talk with someone they are concerned about than report it or call 

a line about the person because they don’t want anything to happen to them
❏ Who shares the resources matter. Students report being more open to hearing the 

information from peers / student leadership than teachers or school staff

Overall Themes



Pre-Survey Summary
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SafeOregon Tip Line Survey Summary
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Post-Survey Summary
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Attendee Demographics
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Attendee Location
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Type of School Attended 


